
THE ULTIMATE CEO GUIDE FOR
LEADING YOUR BUSINESS THROUGH COVID-19

Leadership Field Guide

"The most useful, user friendly and interactive resource of anything I have seen"
Capria Ventures  
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During the Covid-19 crisis, leading with clarity, 
decisiveness and speed can separate which 
businesses will survive and which will not.
To support you with the tools and insights to lead your business 
with confidence, FNB and 10X-e have launched the Covid-19 
Leadership Field Guide for CEOs.

A comprehensive virtual 
journey that is open, free, 

forever

A manual on how to lead 
through this crisis while 

gaining order and control 
in the chaos

Real solutions developed 
by experienced CEOs and 

business leaders

Actionable and quick 
tools and templates for 

immediate use

An easy to follow, step by 
step guide – no academia, 

only what works 

Access the Leadership Field Guide here
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https://10x-e.africa/leadership-field-guide/


of small businesses in Africa 
are losing 30% - 100% of revenue 

due to the multiple impacts of the Coronavirus and it remains unclear 
when things will normalise. The unenviable task of leading a small business 

in such a hostile business climate may feel unrealistic for most of us. 

More than 90%

of CEO's feel 
anxious or mixed

Some excitement, some anxiety, 
can’t stop thinking about work, 

many questions, not enough time

Data collected by 10X-e during CEO webinars in April and May 2020.*

55%
of businesses 

are losing
30-100% of revenue

90%
 are planning 

on cost cutting
Due to the economic 

impact crisis

94%



Access the Leadership Field Guide here

A comprehensive guide to
navigate every phase of the crisis 
with confidence
The guide is free for you to use in any way that suits you. 

It has been built as a guided journey that takes you through each phase of 
the crisis response in a structured manner. You also have the option of 
downloading all of the templates and resources available to use in the order 
that works for you.

What CEO’s need:

https://10x-e.africa/leadership-field-guide/


Navigate four phases of the crisis with confidence

3 Levels of 
Leadership

8 Areas 
of Focus Leadership Roadmap

8. 

7. 

6. 

5.

4.

3.

Marketing

Operations

Legal & HR

Customer & 
strategy

Liquidity & 
Financials

Safety & 
Compliance

1. Inner game 

Steer 
your ship

#3

Skipper 
your crew

#2

Steel 
yourself

#1 Get future focused

Get possibility focused

Embrace the future, 
leave past behind

Get excited about next 
phase of mission

2. People & 
Culture
(team leadership)

PHASE 3: 
RE-AIM
Set new course

New future & positioning

New offering & business 
model

Capital plan - growth

OKRs

PHASE 4: 
RE-LAUNCH
Set sail

PHASE 1: 
REACT 
Seal the hatches

Continuity plan

Urgent cash flow 
measures

Task team

Leadership plan

Communication 
plan

Keep team safe

Set up Task Team

Master Your Mindset: 
prepare to weather 
the storm and lead 
team through storm

Help team cope

Keep team motivated

Help those losing jobs

Support ‘survivors’

Build positive culture

Self manage mindset, 
emotions, energy

Maintain leadership 
posture

PHASE 2: 
RESPOND
Survive the storm

Revenue scenarios

Cost cutting targets

Cost cutting actions

PLAN A

PLAN B

PLAN C

Capital plan

(based on macro & 
industry scenarios)

(Customer, Revenue, HR, Ops, 
Finance, Legal, Marketing, Comms)

Establish goals, 
management team 
and structures

Restructure

Build momentum

Establish 
management 



10 Cardinal 
Principles

Communication Framework Covid-19 Checklist



Risk Assessment Tool Role Redesign Tool

Business Strategy Pivot Tool Debt Sources Comparison



Feedback from Leadership Field Guide users

“I have been leading the creation and content of our own toolkit 
which has given me great visibility into what is being offered around 
the globe and I can safely say your platform is the most useful, user 
friendly and interactive resource of anything I have seen.  Credit to 
you and your team for putting that together.”

“This is excellent... the fact that it is a one 
stop shop for Entrepreneurs makes it so 
easy. There is a lot of information out there – 
some is not helpful… I really like this tool.”

Conner Lachenbruch 
Global Investment Fellow, Capria Ventures

Mdu Thabethe
Co-founder, Zande

“Thank you again. The entire series of 
webinars and the material is very useful. It is 
like yoga for stressed out CEOs & other 
execs who don’t have all the answers.”

Mark Hiller
Time and Tide Africa

“This is incredible!...What they have put 
together to help businesses refocus during 
Covid is just unbelievable in its depth and 
detail…and it’s FREE! It’s sponsored by FNB.”

Robyn Jackson
CEO, Skills Café 

#1 #2 #3

Access the Leadership Field Guide here

https://10x-e.africa/leadership-field-guide/


Our mission is to scale impact by growing businesses. 
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About 10X-e

We specialise in supporting CEOs who are scaling innovation led, high growth ventures in Africa. 
Through a highly experienced team of former founders and CEOs, 10X-e provides Strategy and Organisation 
Development facilitation through CEO Coaching, Consulting Engagements, Organisation Assessments and 

Executive Education focused on the Scale Up toolkit. 10X-e is a subsidiary of Edge Growth, which for the past 
12 years has been providing SME growth capital and support to businesses in South Africa. 

Jason Goldberg
Co-Founder, Director
M. +27 83 675 5358
E. jgoldberg@edgegrowth.com

Wayne Hartmann
Business Development Director

M. +27 64 857 8899
E. whartmann@edgegrowth.com 

Access the Leadership Field Guide here

https://10x-e.africa/leadership-field-guide/

